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About us
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– Andrew Sembel
• Environmental
o Impact Assessment and Permitting
oEHS Management
oRemediation

• Brown and green fields
• Risk assessment
• Lender representation

– Lucy Mitchell, BA (AS), Ph. D
• Social Development
oCulture and indigenous peoples
oLocal economics and livelihoods
oStakeholder engagement

• Complex projects
• Safeguard processes
• Leveraging partnerships



• Discuss and share experiences from Indonesia on the gaps and synergies between 
impact assessments for national regulations and international lender requirements 

• Draw on examples from various sectors and financing contexts 

• Share some experience and approaches which may encourage further learning and 
commitment to best practice in impact assessment and mitigation
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Presentation Objectives
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What do we mean by regimes?

Environmental management and protection
Environmental permitting regulations
CSR obligations under local laws
Land acquisition 

National government 
laws and regulations

Asian Development Bank Safeguard Policy Statement
IFC Performance Standards
World Bank Environmental and Social Framework (ESF)
Equator Principles III, OECD Common Approaches

International lenders 
policies and requirements

World Bank Group EHS Industry Sector Guidelines
Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance

Standards, conventions, 
and declarations

Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights
FSC, RSPO, RTSS

Voluntary association 
and norms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of project financiers such as IFC, ADB, JICA, and other Equator Principles Financial Institutions have their own environmental and social risk management frameworks to guide borrowers or project proponents to comply with in order to access financial support. These including addressing national laws and regulations, along with other applicable international standards, conventions, and declarations.  At times these are contrary to or beyond what the national or local laws and regulations stipulate, but which proponents must also follow in order to obtain specific permits for project development. 



Infrastructure investment 
and development 
projects with social and 
environmental impacts
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What types of projects are typically affected by multiple regimes?

Examples from our 
experience: power plants, 
ports, railways, airports, 
toll roads, windfarms, 
waste management/WTE

Other key projects  being 
encouraged and enabled 
by the current 
government and lending 
environment (e.g. 
capacity building for 
urban planning, dams 
development)

Even conservation 
projects are affected, as 
more IFIs have grant 
mechanisms supporting 
conservation and PPPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Infrastructure investment and development in Indonesia has been prioritized in recent years, with  power plants, ports, railways, airports, toll roads, dams, and other key projects  being encouraged and enabled by the current government and lending environment. These large-scale developments bring needed opportunities for economic development and reduced poverty in  the country, but nevertheless entail a risks, with tangible negative impacts on the natural environment and/or local communities



• Today we want to reflect on:

How can we 
navigate them? 

How important are 
the differences?

What are some of 
the differences?
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What do these ‘regimes’ 
have in common?

Gaps and Opportunities



• Common Ground
• Points of difference
• Navigating the challenges

Gaps and opportunities



• What do these ‘regimes’ have in common?

• Gap analyses are the typical media to address this

• Higher level systems analysis
−Examples of resources: 
− (draft) joint IFIs (WB-ADB) on ‘strengthening country systems’ – Indonesia specific
−Paris Declaration and agreement to harmonize - global
−UNEP Review of International Finance Standards as they relate to Sustainable Devt (2017)

• Project level analyses
−For example: comparing lenders’ policy/guidelines with a sectoral regulation
−Examples: EIA laws, water allocation laws, energy and emissions
−Areas of commonalities: ESIA, screening, baseline data required, parameters, and processes
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Common Ground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UNEP relevance on climate change, social inclusion 



• Often the “big buckets” are the same…but the devil is in the details - differences are where the 
dilemmas arise!

• What are some of the differences between national and international requirements? 

−Requirements for seasonal data

−Different parameters to be included in baseline or monitored
 Water and groundwater quality (thresholds, mitigation responses)
 GHG analysis at project footprint level
 Ambient air and emissions (for example, dioxin and furans)
 Resettlement (census, compensation and restitution requirements, GRM)

−Public consultation requirements
 whereas Indonesian Env law (32/2009) says 10 days comments period, lenders typically require 

longer disclosure of draft ESIAs; 
 written submissions are rare in Indonesian ESIA; final documents not required to incorporate or 

demonstrate how public input has been accommodated or affected design/mitigation plans
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Points of Difference (problematics?)



Serving Multiple Regimes: Reflection on the Gaps and Synergies

Points of Difference (problematics?) - continued

−Emerging sectors without clear legislation

−Absence of regulations at local level, or no implementing guidelines to help interpret national 
regulation 
 on buffer zone requirement for waste management facility in cities where none have previously 

been built  (waste to energy, borrow from geothermal to find parallels and parameters that 
could be applied by logic if not by regulation, wind farm project)
 On footprint and area of impact / area of influence
 On associated facilities

−Differences between lenders’ definitions and interpretations
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* Table above was extracted from a particular project document and is included here as 
indicative of gap analysis purpose only 
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* Table above was extracted from a particular project document and is included here as 
indicative of gap analysis purpose only 
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* Table above was extracted from a particular project document and is included here as 
indicative of gap analysis purpose only 



• How important are the differences and how can we 
navigate them?

• Mini Case Study Examples 

− Wind farm, on different national and international 
requirements related to migratory birds/ bats

− Energy project, on multiple lenders related to IP 
interpretation

• Recommendations

Navigating the challenges
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Case Examples – 1: 

Wind Farm on Bird and Bats 
Strikes 
• Project description: 75 MW Wind farm in Indonesia, represents 

the first activity of such magnitude to exploit wind energy in 
Indonesia 

• Environmental context: Operation of the wind turbines will 
interact with avian and bat species, typically wind turbines will 
be rotating to a height as low as 20 m from the ground. 

• Biodiversity : Insufficient detail regarding the methodology used 
for bird and bat surveys, (when, where, how?); surveys with 
respect of bird species breeding/nesting/foraging in the area; 
expert opinion on bird migration from IBA to the coastal areas 
and potential impacts from the project

• Challenges: Degree of rigor required to satisfy Lenders (OPIC) 
verses national experience/expectation for this new sector

• Solution / lessons:
Further baseline survey for birds and bats; ongoing adaptive 
management plan for bird and bat strikes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Environmental issues specific to construction, operation of wind energy project: visual impact, noise, biodiversity, shadow flicker, water qualityIf statistical trends indicate a particular species is at risk the adaptive management plan will consider that species specifically. Commission further studies as necessary for specific species to investigate the particular reason for egress through the project area and if there are specific responses which could be implemented to minimise the risk.



Case Examples – 2: 

Multiple Lenders and Different 
Interpretations on Indigenous 
Peoples (IP)
• Project description: Combined Cycle power plant (300 MW) to be developed in a 

greenfield location; nearby coal fired plant; 40+ km pipeline; temporary river port to 
provide access for construction/equipment and water intake/outlet

• E & S context: 
− Oil palm plantation at plant site; pipeline to be laid on exiting easements and 

through plantations; some small river crossing and few biodiversity issues
− Plant site: few landowners (<10); no villages or residents nearby; existing roads; 

Pipeline and towers: low density area, relatively clear ownership; no history of 
conflict; apparently homogenous ethnic 

− Wider area stakeholders include diverse ethnic groups, some vulnerable and 
poor but not due to (or affected by) project activities

• Challenges:
− IFC applying all 4 criteria to define IP, whereas ADB and proponent apply 

judgement on area of origin, attachment and dependence on a territory and any 
particular vulnerabilities induced by or affected/exacerbated by the proposed 
project

• Solution / lessons:
− Additional site visit and deep discussions including regional advisors
− Additional assessment involving local experts,  FGDs / documentation and
− Negotiated wording in project documents to reflect different policy requirements
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• How important are the differences and how can we navigate them?
Can be quite significant in terms of:
 Scope 

o Results in impacts that can be better identified
 Resources

o Expertise, time and budgets for ‘additional’ process and documentation

• Recommended approaches focus on:
 Early and transparent discussion of differences
 Identifying areas of greatest risk – to EHS and reputation
 Areas of ambiguity (look for parallels)
 Capacity of teams on the ground – be realistic about what support/resources are required to 

bridge the differences

Navigating the Challenges



TERIMA KASIH
Thank you!

Email: andrew.sembel@aecom.com
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